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BoiseMayor Dick Eardleystands on the balconyoutside his City Hall office, which overlooks the city's downtown.
Eardley hopes to retain this viewfor thenext four years. To do so, he will have to defeat his two major opponents,
Kelly Pearce and Paul Buser..
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Eardley:
..
Lookin ·C·· ·1. . . goo,
Running Scared
by Marianne -Flagg
~' . ,
ITTING COMFORTABLY BEHIND
his desk, in a short sleeve shirt,
Boise Mayor Dick Eardley
appears, on the surface, a
confident man. But just
beneath that surface, a subdued yet
persistent panic is building.
Eardley, 52, feels the wolves nipping at
his heels and is, by his own admission;
"running scared."
--_ ..-,------~----,-
Continued to page 7·
In Idaho And· In History The -
Equal Rights
Amendment~=:.=~::.-_-_.-:..._--
By Meg Feredav .
Collegiate
Athletics:
Boon or
Boondoggle
iJ·H' ERA Ii •• 'n, I",ti,. of.the , ,..•••.. '1 n, BACKG'OUNO 0, the ERA.., .'. .. ratification b.a...ttle, The future. ':.: ....r: •..•...... :. makees .for in.teresting tracking. ;. .;.. holds three options: I) the. . its ups and downs, not often,. ERA fails, 2) the ERA wins or . . clean-cut, have cast a haze over.. '.. . 3) a compromise of I and 2,·:·' exactly what the ERA is all
whereby a second women's rights amend- about. The basic misunderstanding of 'the
ment replaces the original; one-page proposed amendment, due to
The original ERA text, however, reads: "scare tactics" used on both sides further'
Section I. . complicates the issue.
Equality of rights under the law shall not Fur.flys over interpretations of the ERA.
be denied or abridged by the United States Those interpretations depend upon whom
or. by any State on account of sex. .one talks to about the -proposed
A significant- number of. peop!ehelieve . Section 2. .amendment. But amid all. the brouhaha "-7h;~
that Ainerica'scolleges .and universities The Congressshallhave the power to exists concrete evidence of the direction of ;, .. ,.
have essential missions that. are intellec- enforce, by appropriate legislation, the the women's movement, in a chronological 'i:'oJ
~~~~t~J.~t:?~L~f.3~:~t:~ii~~1~:.~~~:;::~~~f~Z~;~;~~~1!~:!~~~{f~
'honeSty, courage, and sportsmanship. tion ofWomen{NOW) and other women's bettering woman's place in the political' ,t{t,
..Because intercollegiate ... athletics divert.' rights groups are pooling all their energies arena, in the home, in marriage, and in the .i;' i,
. students. from academic pursuits; has '.in a.last ditch effort to get the ERA ratified work place; Proponents of. the ERA, and r~iil
. become hard work under the demands. to. 'inthree additional states by the June3l);' others, 49 not believe that the violation of ' ..... ~.".1.~,'~".,...
'wi.n,an.d .offers;a. Sy. stem.. '0 o.f r.·.ecrultlnga.nd '1982, congressional (t¢'adline. So far, 35 of' woman's rights ceased when' women won f .
subsidizing:which 'is-openly known and . the. 38 required .states have ratifledvthe . thevoteHere's the outline compiled from . '\r
WhichmockSthe'toutedamateurstatus ·of ERA; therefore three more states must. Pac1sOnFile, A f/istory oj theERA , and ',}.
players, nonc(oLthe above misslons are ratify the amendment before it canbeccme the .National Organization. of Women:' ct::(f
"beingweU,serYed,if~erved at all:.. a part ofthe.U,s:: Constitution.:' . i'(:;!
, •..... ..'.' . ci,~I1~';";'to;'.13• ""olloo,dt..... ~. . . 0!~1i~"1'OPQ'if: J:,
:~~~~.~~~~~~o..;;:.;.l.Iii1.i .........,~":".............~ ...-...~ ....................,;~.....~.;.;;..~..,,...~.;..;............~ ,.......·..,~......:.~.....~:":',~-+f,.;;,;. .....4 ~ .. ~."'.,'ol.,.,~ \"" \
. , '.'~',I < 'c. ~.l.·• ',< "f~k'
~ltj
by Sallvrhomas
. .
This, the second installment ofa four
part series of articlesby former ASBSU
President and University Arbiter Editor
Sally Thomasfllrther examines intercolleg-
iate athletics' .and reviews some ..of the
arguments in.support of its role within the
university setting..
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Allyour favorite flavors are now at Budget Tapes
and Records.
Get tllebits that are hot. At prices that are cool.
Our friendly staff will serve you. And our selection
can't be beat.
We've Got Your Song. .m
In Your Favorite Flavors. ~
_OPENM-F, 11-9 Sat., 11-7 Sun., 1-6 #lF~I~~I~~k~ifl
1222 BROADWAY - BOISE 336-4122 i
...---...l=;;===;;;;;.-=-...;;;-=----==-;;;;;;.=;.o;- --==~---------'
Entertainment and
News Writers
Wanted
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Interested Students
Apply
2nd Floor of SUB
385~1464
at
FEYLINE & THE CU
PROGRAM COUriCIL
PRESENTS
SAl:&SUti.
Oct. 3'& 4
12 NOON
FOLSOM
FIELD
BOULDER,
T· k ts· $16 85 (roctuoes 11100 AthletIc facllit, Chargele.e. . and 854 Select A 5eat service (l1drge)
Also Appe9ring:
SpeCial, Guests: Heart and
George Thorogood and
The Destroyers
A Jovan Presentation
·Hom~comingweek
,a...---tI .- ,',',',' " '.' ,198
TheGreat ,
*American*
Talent Show.
~9THE ,
'GREAT
AMER-
,~
~:\\'ITCA~~ ,II APPUC;.\TIONS ARE NOIivBEING ACCEPTED FOR THOSE _
'JVHOWOULD LIKE TO
COMPETE IN THE GREAT
AMERICAN TALENT SHOW.
, j ENT I INTERESTED PERFORME:RS
" . SHOW' I MAY PICK THEM UPAT THE'
UNION STATION OR THE FIRST
i AT i . FLOOR OF THE SUB.
.1. I STAY TUNED FOR MORE"i1I'iJ, INFORMATION
h"'.z~J
OUTOFTOWN
New Mexico ,- All Giani Ticket Outtets - .Albuquerque,
Nebraska - Pershing Audnonurn - lincoln
Utah - Salt Palace- SailLake City. , ,.
,South Dakota -r- Rushmore PlazaCiVICCenter - RaPidCltl'
Wyoming - Budget Tapes& Records ~ Casper,.
. ror Visa or Master Charge orders.call (505) n3',6691Monday,Frlday between 10 am and 4 pm.
Phone orders are s.ubJectto $L70 ~lect;A,5eafSe(,ilice Charge. , ',,' ' ,
rormall orders, please s.end(money ordeis only) plus. a self addressed stamped envelopeto: -
Select·A·Seat, 591SE. EKpositlon. Denver. C080Z09. ' '..'
, ' ror further Information call (505) 775'6000 or .770·9755.'
Thursday, Oct. 8th
8:00 PM
BSU SUB Ballroom
",,.
HAVE FUN ... and learn about business at the
same time. '
Alpha Kappa Psi, the business fraternity at
BSU, is seeking new members. If you are
interested in meeting local. business people,
finding new and exciting job opportunities, and
building lasting friendships with students having
the same goals, Alpha Kappa Psi is foryou,
Stop by the Business building lobby or call
Tore Beal at 384,0473 for more information.
Will the remaining three states neededto
ratify the ERA do so by the extended
deadline?
According to Beverly Miller, former
NOW vice president of the Treasure Valley
Chapter of NOW, chances are slim
"We can doit~-it is possible that a
backlask (of support) could happen, but
probably not fast enough. to save the
ERA "
. EliA's ratification looks grim, even
despite its wide support.
\----!s~UF:!!3F=ERIN~~'.,'::S~u~C~C~OT~Ac::S~H~.'_.--------i. "Polls repeatedly have shown that the
American public favors the ERA," Miller
said. "However, the situation can be
likened to gun control issue--most people
want that, too, but the American system
doesn't ..functionasadvertised--small
numbers of the opposition have a big voice.
Laura Morgan-Renk, NOW President
for Idaho,", and . the ERA Countdown
Campaign organizer inT-win Falls said, .
·"It's hard to guess (about ERA's chances).
We are giving it ourbest effort right now.
The national NOW policy j~ that the only.
way to have a chance for ratification is to' .
J-:--;::F-RO-M---'B.--IO.,......AJ>:::::P~LE=-T~oTB>;IO:::>iB;;U;;;SIN=ES:;;:S;--:---jgive it allwe've got." ......•.•....",. .....
The Treasure .Valley NOW chapter has
Forget the important business about 50 members' drawing from the
schools, if you have your eye on surrounding areasof Boise, Meridian, and
becoming a top corporative . Nampa, There are other chapters in
. executive: the real qualification is Northern Idaho, .andmembersscaltered
being from New York. Thatis . throughout . the state; 'MorglUl"Renk ,said .
according to an Indiana. . there are 25 •members in Twin ...Falls,
. Statewide, NOW membership totals.200 •.
University study which says the Ina final effort to win approval for the,
empire state produces far more ERA: in the last three states, •the .local
than its share of the chief . '...
executives--of the top 800 'NOW chapter launched its .own door-to-
companies in the U .S.,more than door petition campaign last week, modeling
100 are run by New York natives. it after NOW's spring .ERAmissionary
Illinois comes in second witb55, campaign in Uiall. " .
followed hyOhio, Pennsylvania Adopting the "if you can't beat 'em, join.
and Texas. . '. I ~em" slrategy;.ldahO's NOW ERA
..... . -. ..'..... . Continued to page 11•
The New York Humane Society thought
this was a great idea: .auctioning off some
kittens at a reception for authors of cat
books. They may have had second
thoughts, however, when oneof the
winners turned out to be Skip Morrow,
author of tile best-selling "OfficiallHate
Cats Book. "Morrow assured the Humane
Society he only hated cats in print, then
picked up his new kitten and headed for his
home in Vermont.
by Pacific
News-----~------1
Service
No LIGHTAT THEENDOF THETUNNEL
More American advisers may be on their
way to EI Salvador. Secretary of State Haig
says increased American involvement may
be necessary to counter the Cuban troops
he claims are helping the guerrillas step up
attacks on government power, water and'
communications facilities. State
Department officials say other options
include lengthening the tours of Americans
already in EI Salvador and boosting
economic and military aid to the country.
Last March, the pentagon said the 18
original advisers would be home by
September, Now thc number has risen to
50, and the State Department says, "There
is no terminal date as to when we expect
them all back." .
Attorney General William French Smith
says Jimmy Carter was too easy on
talkative bureaucrats and from now on,
any government worker who leaks secrets
to the press will be subject to prosecution.
Smith revoked the Carter administration
policy of prosecuting only those who leak
detailed, sensitive mformation-such as the
names and locaticns of C.I.A. agents. He
says the move is to prevent "subterfuge,".
but Benjamin Civiletti, who had his job
under Carter, predicts it will only clog the
courts with "dozens of silly cases."
CHAID FORffHE
Help is on the way for the not-so-truly
needy in search of a college degree. The
Department of Education has announced·
new rules allowing families with six-figure
incomes to qualify for low-interest student
loans. Under the new guidelines, any family
making no,ooo dollars or less can qualify
for a loan.
':
- After months of internal conflict at
KBSU, the position.ofgeneral manager has
changed hands several times. Marla
Leggett now holds the position of acting
general manager pending .the appointment
of a permanent general manager by the
Broadcast Board.
This summer, KBSU. announcers pre-
sented letters to ASBSU President Tony
Lund complaining about Tom Irons",
management of the station. Aware of the
unrest among the announcers, Irons
decided to take leave of absence as general
manager,
.According to the internal policy at
KBSU, the program director assumes .the
duties of acting general manager whenever
the .general manager has a prolonged
absence, from the station. In keeping with
the policy, Program Director Catherine
Hart became acting general manager.
On August 26, Dr. Harvey Pitman,
chairperson of the KBSU Broadcast Board,
called a meeting of' the board. The
Broadcast Board questioned its own
official status. The student members ofthe
board had not been approved' by the
ASBSU Senate. This issue was considered
by the. board, but the board decided to
proceed with the business at hand.
The board had three items on its agenda:
1) take formal complaints relevant to
KBSU, 2) appoint an interim general
manager, and 3) arrange proper procedure
for the selection of a permanent. general
manager.
The' board did not receive any formal
complaints concerning Tom Iron's manage-
merit of KBSU.
The board' then addressed the' second
item on its agenda: the appointment of an
acting general managcr., Pitman said this
appointment was an "action of mercy"
necessitated' by the "lack of general
authority'; and the "general confusion" at
KBSU. . .
The board then accepted applications for
acting general manager. Catherine Hart:
• 1923
Three years after women are granted the
right to vote' Senator Curtis' and
Representative Anthony, both Repub-,
lieans, introduce the ERA in Congress. tt is
written by Alice Paul, head of the National
Women's Party, who led the suffrage
campaign. Anthony is suffragist Susan B.
Anthony's nephew.
• 1923·1946
Buried in committee in the House and the
Senate, the ERA awaits a hearing on the
floor. In 1946, it is narrowly defeated by
the full Senate, 38·35 ...
·1950
The ERA passes' in the Senate with a
rider' that nullifies its equal protection
clauses. .
• \953-1970
Through the efforts of Alice Paul, the
Amendment is introduced in each session
Ir--"":"'--~-'-''''1'''--,'''''...-,7.'''''' -"":"':3:~."...,..,~,~7.--"":"'~"'"7I;, of Congress, but is held in committee ..
,. ,.,.·1967
The recently founded. National Organ-
ization for Women,. pledges to fight
tirelessly for the ratification of the ERA;
and Marla Leggett applied. Hart disagreed
with the manner of the proceedings, calling
it a kangaroo court and a "highly improper
procedure." She believed a letter she
submitted to the board was not duly
considered. She also thought the' board's
interviews of the applicants were inade-
quate and abusive. . .
The board voted and Leggett was
appointed acting general manager.
Hart appealed to the ASBSU Judiciary
Council for a decision as to whether the
board was legally constituted. On August
31 the Judiciary Council decided that the'
Broadcast Board was not official because
the Senate had not approved it's student
members.
Hart took the Judiciary's decision to a
Senate caucus meeting, but she said she
failed to get any action from the Senate
, concerning Leggett's appointment and that
the Senate had a "disregard for the
democratic process."
On September I, Hart and Operations
Director David Barron were fired by
Leggett. Leggett claims that Barron
resigned. Leggett said 'that Hart was
"trying to get her (Leggett's) job" and that
this made working relations difficult. Hart
still retained her position as public affairs
director.
Hart resigned September IS as public
affairs director because Leggett believed
her involvement with CULL (the Commit-
tee to Unseat Lund and Lefteroff) was
incompatible with her work at KBSU.
The Senate approved the st udent
members of the Broadcast Board on
September 16. _
At present, Marla Leggett is acting
general manager, pending the Boardcast
Board's selection of a permanent general
manager on September 29.
The allegations concerning Iron's finan-
cial managementwere cleared up Wednes-.
day, when the BSU's internal auditor
reported to the Senate on his investigation
oLKBSU.
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The ERA in Idaho'
«continuedfrom cover
Internal Auditor. Ted Keith told the
Senate that although the records were
sloppy and incomplete, there was no
evidence of "illegal activity (at KBSU) as
far as the university was concerned." He
did recommend tighter financial controls in
the station's financial management.
Director Selection
atSPB
by Tom Fish
The Student Programs Board will be
guided. by a new director. The Personnel
Selection Committee for the SPB will
choose _ a director on September 25,
according to Mary Lou Virgil, personnel
selection committee chairperson.
Virgil said that Brian Harm was
appointed acting director last spring by
ASBSU President Tony Lund. Because
Steven Dingman and Denny Freeburn, both
of the SPB Selection Committee, asked that
the selection process be followed, Harm
and three other applicants will go through
the selection: process.
Dingman, coordinator of Special Events,
is looking for a "person who understands'
the total philosophy and purpose of the
programs board." Freeburn, director of
Student Activities, wants "an individual
who has a well-founded understanding of
the framework of the Program Board. "
Virgil thinks "experience is the one main
criteria" in selecting the SPB director.
Applications have been submitted by
Lisa Donnely, former Business Manager of
the SPB; Cindy Kearns, chairperson of
-Special Events; Beverly Haugrud, SPB
Film chairperson; Brian .Harm, acting
director of the SPB, and Ryndy Reed,
. former programming. director at Idaho
State University. ! .'
TheSPBPersonnel Selection Committee
recommends at least iwo but less ih;ln six
persons to the ASBSU president for
appointment. .
ERA 1923~1982
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An extremely valuable resource $11;000 by 1985. Even a state
'for consumers around the country university education in five years'
is in danger of being lost. The Car will cost more than $6,000
Book; annually. In this same 5 year time
The Car Book lists in one place period, President Reagan has
for auto buyers the results of the announced as part of his budget,
Government's auto safety and cuts a $9.2 billion reduction in
mileage tests, as well as other student assistance ...
useful information. The 1982 Professional and Ad-
The Reagan Administration is , rninistrative Career Examination
withdrawing public service an- -- (PACE) will be scheduled in Boise
nouncements advertising the between January I, 1982, and
book's availability. The National February IS, 1982. Application-
Highway Traffic Safety Admin- cards (OPM 5000 AB) must be
istration (NHTSA) has said they postmarked by October 13, 1981,
\vill distribute bulk shipments of to be accepted.
The Car Book--up to about 300 or Information about the PACE
so-for free to consumer groups exam and application cards can be
that request them. Obtained in the Career Planning &
The contact at NHTSA is Jack Placement Office. Room 123
Gillis, whose telephone number is Administration Building or by
202-426-1742. Their address is 400 writing: Seattle Area Office,
7th St. SW, Washington,DC 'Attention PACE, U.S. Office of
20590. . . Personnel Management,' Federal
The annual cost of attending a . Building, Room 2552,915 Second,
private college, averaging $6,500 Avenue, Seattle, Washington,
in 1981,will' jump to more than 98174.. , -
Are youillterested in "'human
sexuality; the increase, in teenage
pregnancy; or women's health
care? If so, Planned Parenthood
of Idaho needs you. They train
volunteers as intake counselors,
patient assisrantsand lab assis-
tants. After volunteering at the
clinic you can receive advanced
training to becorne a pregnancy
counselor or a member of the
Speaker's Bureau. Training will
be held the weekend of September
18th. Call 345-0760 for more
information'. ..
The Sixteenth annual meeting
of the Western Literature Asso-
ciation will be held in Boise at the
Sunrise Motor Hotel from Oct.
1-3. Registration will take place
on Thursday, Oct. I from lpmto
5pm. For registration information
and agenda, contact James
Maguire, Department of English
at BSU.
Last week two typographical
errors appeared in The University
Neivs.,The first error appeared in
the article "Summer Fun at
BSU." In the line "To date,
charges have been brought against
Irons by student officers." the
word"not" was omitted. The line
should have read "To date,
charges have not been brought
against Irons' by st udent
officers."
The second error occurred in
the article "Moly or Mountains?"
At the end of the line "The
Organic Act of 1897 mandates
that persons engaged in mining
activity on National Forest land"
the conclusion, "must comply
with existing rules. " was omitted.
The University News apologizes '
for any inconvenience that these
errors may have caused Mr. Irons
or our readers.
'The University News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University. Contributions
andadvertising are solicited;
the editors reserve all rights.
Offices are located on the
2nd floor of the SUB, Hours
, 8:30 to 5:00 Monday through
Friday. 385-1464.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Get a full year of The
University News fm$6,
delivered to your door by an
agent of the U.S.
Government to boot. Allow
, that agent two weeks to
deliver The University News, '
1910 University Dr. Boise, ID
83725.
Name:
Succeed
in business.
"Its a lot easier with a TexasInstruments calculator
designed to solve business problems:'
Toucha few special keys on these Texas
Instruments calculators, the TI Business
Analyst-Il'tand The MBA":and lengthy
time-value-of-money problems suddenly
aren't lengthy anymore. Youcan automati-
cally calculate profit
margins, forecast
sales and earnings and perform statistics.
And problems with repetitive calculations
are a pieceof cake for the MBA, because it's
programmable. -
These calculators mean business, and what
they give you is time-time to grasp underlying
business concepts, while they handle the num-
ber crunching. Tomake it even easier, each
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it, which shows you how.to make use of the
calculator's full potential.
The Business Analyst-If and MBA business
calculators from Texas Instrum,ents.Tw,~c
ways to run a successful business ma- ~
jor, without running yourself ragged.
TEXA'S INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
'\OOJ~&.;b~\
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state on" account' or sex." The amendment
is, then, allowed 7 years for rattficariou by.
3M states.
These provisions: 1) exemption from the
draft, introduced by Sen. Sam. Ervin
(D·N.C.'. 2) exemption from com hal units.
and 3) preservation of laws that protect nnd
exempt 'women .. were dcfeaiedby large
margins.
Senator Ervin and Representative
Emnnual : Celler succeed in selling an
arbitrary time limit of seven years for
ratification. By the end of 1972. 22 state's
legislatures have ratified ERA ..
• 1973·1975 .
The AFL·CIO reverses an earlier stand
and votes to endorse the ERA in 1973, thus
becoming a powerful ally for the ERA.
Twelve more states ratify the ERA.
bringing the total to 34.
• 1976
ERAmeriea ts created to specifically win
an ERA r at if'ication .. Heading the
organization arc Liz Carpenter, a Demo-
crat and Elly Pcterson..a Republican.
February: Opposition arises from
conservative anti·ERA groups in some state
legislatures. On February 13. Phyllis
Sehlany, chairman of STOP ERA. states
that the amendment supporters want to
turn child care over to the government. For
evidence Sehlany uses a study by Ohio
governor James A. Rhodes says that
ratification of the ERA would create a
"need for universally available child care
centers" in order to free mothers to take
jobs.
Sehany castigates the proposal as
downgrading the institution of marriage.
On February 13th an ERA spokesperson
claims that the day care center proposal
wasn't in' the section of the report
concerned with action that would be legally
required by the amendment. and that
Sehlany'hnd misrepresented the ERA .
• 1977
Idaho recinds the ERA. Senate vote:
16·15; House vote; 44-26.
Indiana ratifies in 1977. In unratified
states. NOW chapters succeed in electing
pro'ERAcandidatcs. Meanwhile, instances
of "turncoat voting" on the ERA 'are
cropping up. .
February 1977: Nevada becomes an
example of turncoat voting when Ihe state
Assembly rejects the ERA. following its
. approval in the Senate. Eleven of the 24 no
votes are cast by Democrats who' ran on
pro·ERA platforms and who accepted
campaign assistance from NOW and other
pro·ERA groups.
February: NOW leaders ask for an
extension and vow to boycott states that
have not ratified the ERA (the .. NOW
boycott consists of not'holding conventions
in the non·ratifies states).
Thc number of ERA groups grows to
more than '450, or more than 50 minion
Americans.
March: Two law students, Catherine
Timlin and Alice Bennett. after researching
the ERA deadlhle. find that it is arbitrary
because the Constitution imposes no tinte
limit for ratification of Amendments. They
discover that the seven year provision of
ERA is not part of the text of the
Amendmenl. thai it is only inthe resolving
clause. Congress has the power to establish
and change the time ruling. Consequently.
the two law students submit their findings
to NOW' as grounds .for seeking an
extension.
July 9: Alice Paul. ERA founder, dies at
age 92.
October: Representative Elizabeth
Holtzman intreduces a bill to extend the
ratification deadline to March 22. 1979.
• 1978
NOW's National Board declares a state
of emergency on ERA's ratification: All
efforts are directed toward that goal.
February-March: .Missouri and Nevada
file an antitnist suit against NOW, claimiJ;lg
it violates the Sherman Antitrust Act by
urging groups to boycott unratified states
and hold conventions in ralified states.
May: Barbara B. Smith, president of the
Relief Society of the Latter-Day Saints
(LOS) church, quoted in a May S.interview,
states that the church favors "women's
rights in principle." She adds, "We just
feel that the ERA Is not the way to achieve
these things. We' already have rederl!!
iegislatlon that gives women those rights.
There' are times. when' women need
preferential treatment, such as support
from their' husbands, the right to chUd
custody and Illimony in divorce cases, and
exemption from combat duty, and we feel
tllesc rights would be jeopardized' by the
ERA." . .
July 9: NOW' organized the ERA
Extension March. 100,000 plus supporte!!
gather, making it one of the largest
demonstrations.in either feminist or the
Capitol's history. ." ". .
August IS: The House votes 233-189 to
give states an additional 39 months to ratify
ERA, changing the. deadline from March
22, 1979 to June 3D, 1982. The vote came •
after the House rejected an amendment
that would hilveallowed,states to rescind
their amendmeni. .
August-October: Schlafly reacts, telling
a press conference that the extension wiU be
challenged :in the cOurt~. She predicts a .',~~~~~:::::::=~=!tt¥~_~~~~~~~~-~. ,:::.;,,;.... ~__._.,_~~.,~~::::::E:::::R_~:::~:_~::~~:.
Ef<1
ERA
Chronology,
• Continuedfrom page3
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Indiana, South Dakota, North Dakota,'
Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Texas,
Iowa. Dclaward, Wyoming, West Virginia,
Kansas, and Montana.
February: In reference. to the ERA
boycott case, federal Judge Elmo Hunter
rules that NOW's actions arc protected by
the first Amendment. therefore, they do
not violate anti-trust laws. The U.S. Court
of Appeals upholds the decision. The
Supreme Court in 1980 denies to heart he
case; the ERA boycott is legal, and costs
states millions of dollars in lost convention
revenues.
May: Legislators from Idaho,' Arizona
and four Washington state legislators file
suit in federal co urt challenging the
constitutionality of the ERA extension, and
seek to make Idaho's rescission valid. The
case is assigned to Judge Marion Callister
who, at the lime, was a Regional
Representative of tfie LDS church. The
Mormon church actively opposes the ERA,
including the extension, and supports the
rescession. Because of his position in the
church, the U.S, Department 'of Justice
asks Judge Callister to disqualify himself.
on the grounds that a resonable question of
his impartiality exists. The judge, however,
decides to remain on the case. Several
months later, the Morinon Church relieves
Callister of his religious duties.
December: l:he Mormon Church
excommunicates Sonia Johnson, founder
and president of the Mormons for ERA
because of her ERA activities.
• 1980
85.000 people march in Chicago in
support of the ERA.
July: The Republican Party renounces
its 40 year support for the ERA during
platform hearings. After 12.000 people
march in support of ERA, the Republican
party officially takes no platform position
on ERA. Candidate Ronald Reagan and
newly elected conservative party however,
actively oppose the Amendment.
....ugust. The Democratic Party continue
to support ERA and the ERA boycott. The
Platform promises to withhold campaign
funds and assistance from candidates who
do not support ERA.
August: NOW allowed to intervene in
the ERA extension/rescission lawsuit.
November: 'Polls taken from exiting
voters, on the presidential election day,
show that for the first time ever recorded,
men and women vote quite differently -.
AP/NBC News reports that men backed
Reagan by a 56·36 percent edge, but women
. split their votes by 47-45 percent. Pollsters
claim that for women, the issue of women's
rights and ERA had a significant impact on
their votes, leading pollsters to claim
"Reagan has a woman problem ....... "
• 1981
Ronald Reagan becomes the first U$.
President opposing aconstitutlonal amend'
men: which provides equal rights for
women.' .NOW organizes 40,000' ERA
supporters to' remind the president of the
pro-Ek A sentiments in. the nation.
April: NOW sends Feminist Mission-
aries to the headquarters of the Mormon
Church. They take the message of the ERA
directly to the Mormon' people, door-to-
door.
May: NOW files a lawsuit against the
Attorney General of Missouri charging he
intemionally injured NOW, the ERA
campaign and the women's rights
movement by suing NOW for its
convention boycott of states which have
not ratified the ERA. The damages sought:
$10 million.
June: Former First Lady. Betty Ford.
. Alan Aida. and NOW President .Ellie
Smeal, announce Betty Ford as Honorary
Chair and Alan Aida as Co-Chair of
NOW', Countdown Campaign activities.
June 30: NOW sponsors ERA
Countdown Rallies in more than 160 cities
to demonstrate the wide support for ERA,
and to call attention to the ERA deadling of
June 30. 1982.
August-September: Judge Callister to
hand down the decision on the ldaho-Ari-
zona-Washington rescission case. The
ruling is.'imniinent; and is now due.
"This is just going to make them mad
because you tell them they can vote "yes"
but they can'tvote "no", saysSchlafly.
Opponents. of the' rescission proposal
argue that Congress should not do anything
that would make the ratification process
appear conditional. Such would be the
effect, they said, of allowing states to take
hack their ratifications. -.
An Associated Press- NBC poll.concluded
that more than one half the American
people opposed a 7 year deadline, while the
Los Angeles Times reported that over one
half the population Iavo-ed the ERA·itself.
October 6: The Senate approves the
ERA extension, making it the first time that
Congress extended a ratification deadline
since it imposed a 7 year deadline on
proposed constitutional amendments in
1917. No time limits were set beforethat
date.
The Senators opposing the approving
vote are Senators Jake Garn, (R·UT). and
S.l. Hayakawa (R·~A), who supported the
original passage, but who now oppose the
time extension on the grounds that it would
set a ban precedent in constitutional
matters .
• 1979
. January-June: An all-out attack is
launched by ERA opponents as' they
attempt to pass rescission bills in about a
dozen states. ReCission bills are defeated in
'.
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Professors
for USC
( BSD'S Union Short Course Program)
Qualifications desired :
..Willing 'volunteer service
..Interest in non--acadelllic teaching
( bicycle maintainence to yoga)
• Willing to have fun .....or else.
-Able to fill out ·thisapplication
. .'
for lnore infortnationon either
teaching or taking a Union Short
Course tnail COl.1ponor call BSU
Student Activities office • 38'5--1223
~ usc'. Union Short Courses.
Boise State University.
Student Union Buildin~
1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725
Name
Phone _....;. .......... __ ....;.....;. _
Check appropriate boxeso Interested in teachin~ .
q.Interested iilenro\lin~
Special,in!ereKts or course tid.elI:
I am becoming increasingly concerned
about the laissez-faire attitude of students The Administration's worldwide get-tough policy is no doubt striking fear into the hearts
at BSU. It seems to be aceeptablethat facts of our enemies. But it's hard on us dedicated patriots.
are misrepresented and procedures are not I remember when we could go along for years hating the treacherous Nips and the fiendish
followed. Huns while admiring the gallant Russians and the brave Chinese - or vice versa. But now, if
Only a few students voted in the last we want to know our enemy, we have to hustle out each morning and grab the parer before
election, yet those of us elected administer a the dog gets to it.
budget of over S300,OOO-money which In particularly dire straits is Tin Pan Alley, which is responsible for maintaining the
belongs to you the students. There are nation's morale. It seems like only yesterday that the noted tunesmith Twinkle Fingers La
senate acts which govern rather strictly how Roche burst into my office, assembled his portable piano and began banging out what ~~
this money is to be used. Does it concern touted as his latest hit: "
you that these acts are followed, to the letter "There's nothing more pleasant I Than to bag a Commie peasant I For the Junta and.the
in some cases and ignored in other cases? Red, White and Blue."
Does it concern you that judicial decisions •••
are not followed, or that people are' In fact, it was yesterday. "That's not only bad taste, Twinkle," I said, "but you're way
appointed to positions without appropriate behind the times when it comes to EI Salvador. " ,
selection process for this school year? "Maybe so," he said, marking the sheet music "Hold for Release." "But think how far
The treasurer of ASBSU is a responsible ahead I am when it comes to Honduras and Guatemala." ,
position and strict guidelines are set down "What have you got that's current?" 1 asked.
for the selection of the person. Why did He played a few bars of "From the halls of Montezuma to the shores of Tripoli," segued
Tracy Lefteroff not go through this into "Libya, oh, Libya; we'Il kick you in the tibia" and then finished off with "Oh, what a
selection process for this school year? laugh he I Is that Kaddafi, I Ka-dilly, ka-dilly, ka-daffy, I That silly, hill-billy Kadaffi. /
Could it be that he could not survive the Wow, will he whistle I.When our heat-seekingmissile .. ." ,
scrutiny of the committee after his "Never mind," I said. "Hate Libya Week was last month."
flamboyant summer record? I am A hint of desperation came into Twinkle's eyes. "Okay," he said. "Listen to this:
submitting myself to the scrutiny of the Goodbye, gang, / I'm off to Pyongyang / To make the skies safe for our SR-7 I."
voters in this nextelection--Is Tracy willing "SR-7l?" I said. "That's not too catchy. 'But go on."
to submit himself to the scrutiny' of 'the .'.'That's all I:ve .had time to write," he confessed abjectly. "To'tell the truth, Ihavel~'t
board again? finished a tune In SIX months, Every time I get to thesecond verse, a new crisis pops up. I d
If you have questions about some of the starve to death if it weren't for myoid standards." '
issues, I urge you to talk to your student " Like what?" • ' ,
'representatives: Todd Barnes, Lisa Bivens "Oh, you know: 'You're NcthinvBur an Afghan Hound Dog,"Praise the Lordand Pass
Patrick Wiench, Robert Barnhill, Deanna the Neutron Bomb,' 'Poles of My Heart (Keep those Poles apart),' arid 'Knick, Knack, Sell
Gibler, Don Baldwin are your elected AWAC (Give Tel Aviv a bone ... )'" ,
senators--tell them of your concerns. • ••
Helen Holt "Those aren't good enough, Twinkle," I said. "We need a song that will pull America
ASBSUSenator together. " "
After reading the last edition of the "I'm working on it;" hesaid defensively, "How's this? There'll be MXs over I,The
University, Ne.wsI feel itneces,s,ary •to or courseThe Un/venity News acceptsLetrers-to-the-Bdhcr," White cliffs of . '.' of . : .',' Suddenly, he broke down. sobblnz,: ~ ,
. . .. butthose tetlers must be typewritten, double-spaced; and include __
express ,the. feelings of the •management your'IsnBlure, addressandphon.number,Street addressand '" Pull yourself together, Twinkle," I said sternly. "The country is counting emyou. Over
staff and, mo,st of, the anno, IIncers of KBSU. phon.numbermaybe usedforvcrlficationrrodulur.contact, where?" " , ',', :butshall notbe printed,,' ',,' " . , ,
We have traditionally chosen to stay out Leu ers under 200 words.hall,be aivcnprjority;those He leapt to his feet and embraced me. "That'sitl"he,cried., "An, ewnational, patriotic
f h liti fth ASBSU'but becauseof8ilvocatlnaapoliticaloracadcmJcviewpointshouldincludelh.'hyroml" H t d t th' mded on I . . . '(1 t ice'
o t e po I ICS 0 ef rt t I have had to =~:,;~r,,lilical,arnliatto,n, • acad.mlc,cred.ntla!•. o,r "Ov he u?rn/eO0 eh,Plan?oO'poun on It tr.iumphantly lUldsang 11la stn . en IVOo.. •rece.nl·events we un 0 una e y..... .er were ',' ver were h, the yank,s,are,'c,onu,'o,g, I,. the yank,S ar,e,conun,g' . ver' . I ..... Th' I t began 1M Unl.mlly News rcscrvcsth. riahtioedilrorIC1IBlh or1o h ?" . ".he'OOmeinvo V"". e mvo vemen ...jCClI.tl .... , scrvlna a privatceomIilctclal'p\lfPOseor'. were. ", " ,', . ','
.1":' "Wben ~.e:majorit)' or the- staff tumed ...to. J ..quatlo~uUl.~con~,orInV~forIJI;·;'\"":-(C()Pyright'ChroniCle:~ubl~hing~.J~~l)., ''';' .'i~;;;"i; .,c." ""_;,;,,,.'.)' ,"".;;J~=11fJlt!tr~~Zi:~~~:£~:~"~:-···;·:~·::"::":'--~::,,.."L."_.:.:, ,L 2, - - .L",.,'-_ ..,_"_~,_._:,:,:,_--_ .' .
Seventeen years. ago Boiseans had a
vision; They dr~ailied of ~wiizing ttyW',
central business environment, of preventing
the samecentral-city flight to the suburbs
that, has reached epidemic proportions in
cities and towns across America.
Yet,' the redevelopment effort of
downtown Boise is the victim of foresight
drowned, by inaction, incestuous politics,
nationwide economic instability, and
divergent values.
The people are now bailie-worn from
their well-intended efforts. They have
braved the multifarious plans of four
different developers. They have watched
each developer lobby for drastically
different blueprints that mayor may. not
have won their support.
The conjugation of the Boise City
Council and the Boise Redevelopment
Agency (BRA),has raised doubts about the
appropriateness of. city government's role
in mercantile decisions.
The sale of the 17 block redevelopment
area to Winmar, the current developer, for.
the sum of $1.7 million by the BRA
suggests that the relationship between the
Seattle-based 'development company arid
the BRA is too close for comfort.
Especially since adjacent properties are
going for more than twice that amount. Or
, since the $1.7 million price tag is equivalent
to the current price of undeveloped
suburban property .
. The 1982 mayoral race will reinitiate the
fervor about the downtown redevelopment.
Already the candidates have announced
that the downtown issue is a major part of
their platforms.
The incumbent 'continues to support the
BRA, Winmar, and his own involvement
with the redevelopment. One wonders if'
-it's. all just another ploy, if -time is being
bought once again.
Meanwhile, the suburban fringes of
Boise erupt. It is only a matter of time
before more outlying malls are built to
satisfy these consumers.
Will the vision of a downtown social and
business district ever materialize? Will the
plan be implemented soon enough to curb
the need for suburban malls? Or is it just
another pipe dream?
'Shocked
Mary C. Collins
Student
J.P.
I understand, that your views from a
political standpoint would be somewhat
biased towards President Lund. However, I
was shocked and incensed' by the
incredibly slanted light in which your paper
. presented the events in your article Summer
Fun at B.S.U. in your first issue.
To, present to your .readers incidents
based on so much hearsay and emotional-
ism as fact disappoints me in the credibility
of our student voice. I feel that the mediato
which all students of this University Iook
for facts and information has been misused
to represent only the views of one highly
volatile, anti-Lund group. Tony has been
tried, convicted and sentenced without the
benefit of defense, which is not the 'due
process' of C.U.L.L.
, I have always held in high esteen freedom
of the press and journalistic license., But to
see these rights abused in an attempt to
destroy a person undermines my faith in
those who use these rights as an excuse to
further their own political designs.
As the voice of Boise State University
you are responsible to ALL students, not
only those which you choose to represent.
Therefore, I feel it is Mr. Lund and Mr.
Lefteroff's right to demand and receive
equal time. Ishall look forward to reading
theirviews on these issues, in The .University
News.
Selfish
" under DC-9 788 ..control
and asked ASBSU President Tony Lund to
help them remedy what they felt was an
unworkable situation. We are satisfied with
the actions that have taken place here and
feel they have been for the betterment and
growth of KBSU. I view the so-called
'''concern'' that Catherine Hart, Helen
Holt and only 0 a very few others have
expressed towards the welfare of KBSU as
unwarranted, uncalled for and extremely
selfish.
We want now to go back to our own
business and proceed forward.
Marla Leggette
Acting General Manager
KBSU
The Innocent Bystander
Them
Songbook
Critical by Arthur Hoppe
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·....ill' . 15 years." he said. Eardley is convinced Buser. like Pearce. attacks Eardlex .or crime problem He in .urn has 'accused I
. a·~. ey.· that if thecity's maier r'~tail center ends up two fronts: on the concrete issue oj' the Pearce of "misteadingvthc pubt«: with hisJ.. I outside the downtown area. Boise will downtown, and on the more ephemera; commercial.
suffer the urban sprawl which now issue of leadership. Pearce (and Buser as well) supports the
constitutes Los Angeles' growth ·pattern. ..Buser has' publicly stated his support of placement' of police officers .on neighbor-
Looking c001, Eardley's opponents charge that the the Boise NOW plan, which was hood crime patrols rather than on trafficWinmar plan leans too heavily upon. major abandoned by the mayor and city council in patrols.
retail outlets, a dependency. which they 1977. The plan, which Buser said was "Instead of patroIling the city streets,
contend will drive out small business. favored by 60 percent of the people, would they (police) should be patrolling the alleys
Eardley rejects such a notion. use 447,000 square feet of space (as where crime 'occurs," Pearce said.
"We already have multiple use down- .opposed to Winmar's 750,000 souare feet) He directly blames Chief Church for
town. We have restaurants,. banks, hotels, ami would contain two major retail stores . much of Boise's crime problem. "With a
and movies." he said. ' instead of the four under the Winmar plan. 155 percent increase in the crime rate, he
As for the controversial' sale to Winmar, He has argued from the beginning of his obviously hasn't been doing his job,"
Eardley said that what the citizentry campaign that the current B.R.A.-Winmar Pearce said.' .
doesn't understand is that the price was a proposal favors major retailers to the He intends to cal1 Church "into my
"reuse appraisal." detriment of smal1 business people and a office and explain my view- of law
"if Iwas going to sell you land and I told ~Jxonger financial center. enforcement, and ask' him if he would still
you how to use-it, what you could put on it Buser is also uncomfortable with the like to be police chief."
and what you couldn't put on it, wouldyou involvement of the B.R.A. in the plan. He Pearce and Buser share similar beliefs on
buy it? would like to see Boise's business sector many issues. differing greatly only on the
"He (Robert Hansberger. chairman of figure more prominantly in the develop- issue of the downtown. Pearce has said that
Futura) can't just do anything he wants ment of the downtown. If elected. he said he believes "the marketplace" should
with it (the land)," Eardlev said. "He must he wilI form a third party enterprise system determine where the regional mall should
build a retail mall." . which would seat Boise business and be. '
community members for the purpose of Pearce joins Buser in challenging
directing the actions of the b.R.A. Eardley's capacity to lead Boise through
Ultimately, the B.'R.A. would have to .the next four years. He feels the mayor's
decide its place in the downtown plan. leadership of the city has been benign,
"The B.~.A. which is made up of the ineffective.
city council will have to vote on whether or "I can only quote the mayor when he
not they'r~ going to want to continue as the said in his campaign four years ago that he
primary negotiators of the contract," Buser would be in the background. and that's
said. "Most of the property that we have exactly what he's done," Pearce said. "I
with the downtown merchants is property would be an active mayor. I think the
owned by the B.R.A .• and the minute that mayor should be the salesman for Boise."
'mall goes in, ifit goes in at all. those people Each candidate's campaign seems to
(the merchants) will no longer be there make use of distinct strategies.
because they will not be able to stay." Pearce would appear to be Eardley's
Buser, in short. would like to start a staunchest opposition; he has established
regional shopping mall from scratch. Hold" an extremely high profile early in the
a public meeting' and lind out what the campaign, thanks largely to a media blitz.
people want: Winmar, Boise NOW, or
some, as yet unnamed alternative .:
Buser adopted two controversial posi-
tions early in his campaign; if elected he
would ask for the resignations of all city
department heads' and ask. for the
resignation of Police Chief John Church.
His purgative proposal' for city govern-
.ment is not well received at City. Hall.
Eardley flatly called the plan a "dumb,
dump idea." .
Buser defends his proposal as. a
«-uaratina of the "wheat from the chaff. ".
i'i;~ dSh.i~g for resignations in no way
rw~ans that he will automatically accept
rneru. he said. After reviewing the goals,
spending patterns. and management
practices of the department heads, Buser
will decide which resignationsto accept and
which to decline. .
"If those people (department heads) are
in large part out of sync with what the
needs arc for services, then I would
consider asking them to resign." he said. .
Buser finds Eardley's management of the
city distant and unresponsive, .
What the city needs, he says, is "more
input from the citizenry.' and right now we .
have' a closed shop in terms of input from'
the.community," Eardley, Buser said, has
"lost his incentive for change. He lacks
independence from the Winmargroup
.... We don't have any direction."
"We need some focus instead of periodic
things," Buser concluded.
Buser's sentiments.are echoed by Boise's
third major mayoral candidate, Kelly
Pearce.
RunningScared
sconttnuedfrom cover
.j
::,
The upcoming Boise mayoral election
promises to be a dramatic contest. certainly
the toughest -political struggle' of Dick
Eardley's life.
Former Idaho Department' of Law
Enforcement Director Kelly. Pearce and
Boise attorney Paul Buser have announced
their intentions to unseat the two-term
mayor.
I
f
I
I
Mayoralcandidate Paul Buser is working two jobs now: in his law offi':,;' anr; m his
race for City Hall.
Hansberger . ho~~ver. nas said that he
Willback out of the plan if the regional mall
is built outside the downtown. because "my
heart wouldn't be in it."
Eardley calls.his leadership 'luiet, low
key. I'm not one toget up on a soap box."
And he said his leadership can boast
numerous successes. "We·ve. had. sound
financial management, upgraded the parks.
developed the Greenbelt." he said. "The
North End was on its way to becoming a
slum now.not now. but it wouldhave in 20
years. We've turned it around."
Eardley' also has had the task of
maintaining the morale of city workers
whose paychecks 'have been sqeezed by a .
tight cit)! bridget.
"The morale is good," he said. Out of
750 people of course you're going to have a
few disgruntled people."
.His feelings about the workers prompted
his' decision to announce his re-election bid
'before a gathering of City employees.
Said Eardley at that time: "I feel strongly
about the services you people provide as
city workers ... we've been, in a way wedded
for the last eight years."
Such matrimonial harmony doesn't exist
between the mayor and' his two major
rivals, Neither Buser nor Pearce agrees with
Eardley's concept of the downtown, and
both say his. "quiet" leadership. is So low
profile as to be invisible. . ,
\' J
'~
The Nov. 3 election will f()tus upon
several highly emotional issues. most
notably Eardley's leadership regarding the
Boise Redevelopment Agency/Winmar
plan for building a downtown shopping
mall.
The project of downtown redevelop-
mentvgestating in one form or another
since 1965. has been guided by a variety of
developers and suffered numerous delays
The Seattle-based Winmar Co. Inc. is now
the major developer in the project. with
. Futura Corp. and Broadbent Development
Co. .
The delays, the failure of Winmar to sign
more than one major retailer, The Bon
Marchev to the mall, and the controversial
B.R.A. 'sale of eight blocks of prime
downtown land to Winmar for the firesale
price of $L7 million have left Eardley in a
tenuous position less than two months
before the election.
Buser. Pearce. and the mayor's other'
detractors claim his weak, disoriented
leadership is responsible for the. city's
current situation.
BuSer and Pearce, aware of 'Eardley's
vulnerability on the issue. hope to gainas
much momentum as possible for their
campaigns while Eardley twists slowly in
the wind of public discontent.
Former Idaho Department. 0/ Law
Enforcement Director Kelly Pearce is using'
his anti-crime expertise .to spearhead his
campaign.
Buser's focus is speaking onthe civic group
circuit and releasing an avalanche of press
statements.' . .
Eardley's campaign has not yet kicked
into high gear. At this point, he's relying
on his incumbency, on the business of being'
mayor, to keep him before the public eye.
One wonders whether Pearce's campaign
'can sustain such costly momentum. Pearce
said his philosophy of campaigning dictates
that he "start running and end running
harder." He said he expects to outspend the
mayor $2' for every $1.
The Crime Candidate
Pearce. 41. resigned his post as director
of' the 'Idaho Department .of . Law
Enforcement this summer to pursue the
mayor's office. His strongest issue in the
campaign (as one might expect) is crime Although Buser can by no means be
control. written off. it could be argued that he must
In Pearce's most frequently seen TV grab the public pulse (or perhaps its fear)
commercial, he stands before Citizens and wage a highly visible campaign if he is
A Young Contender National Bank (robbed twice last year) arid to win.
Eardley, a former journalist, may find delivers a stabbing discourse on Mayor Eardley is by no means prepared to
some Irony.in his situation regarding the Eardley's response to criflle in the city. concede this election. He thinks his
downtown: Theplanfiguresheavily in his . : Attorney Paul Buser, 34, is. the youngest "The Mayor would have you believe .... ·'·leadership has been effective and is
goals for the ci~y. Itis a plan; however. and most politically active of the three each sentence begins,The.mayorwould pfeparedtorunonhiseight-yearrecord. If
which may be his undoing; candidates. have you. believe; according to Pearce that either of his opponents expects him to roll
Eardley admits the snail-paced move- He was elected to the Boise School crime isn't a problem. that you needn't fear over, he is in for a revelation.
ment of the downtown plan is afailure of District Board of Trustees in 1978. He's when you; go to. bed at night. The The mayor docs not appear to be a man
his administration. but he stilI believes in it been a. member ·01' Idaho's. Democratic commercial nakedly appeals. to fear· and who welcomes the Idea of l6sing. ' .....- ,
and in his ability to lead the city through , PartY4 se~ving three years as Ada. County. Eardley may feel its Cffect in the upcoming .Ultimatdy .. ;'fllle··of the candidates'
the next four. financially~tight years. . '. party chamnan. three years a~state party election. . '.. . . . rhetoric about leadershipmatters.The only ,
. . "Studies in~icate" ~he city can onlYJ~~~~!~~ ..wR,<WS\ic:.YJi!lmJ\§,!~gw.~'iqWJ~J.' ".Ear:dley respQnde.dll~\~rlWar~b>)lJ:StJl!~ ; Ldefi.p.\tiYc,.Q.piniQ.Q.:QViill ••~."v~~etbr.<¥I1 .
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Waiting for the Count
"
Going For Four More
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"The Maids", Sept. 24,'KAID,
~8:30 P:M. By Jean Genet, with
Glenda Jackson and Susannah ~t.
York., ~l1"
"World's Largest Indoor Country
Music Program", Sept. 26,
KAID, 8 P.M. With Kenny
Rogers.and Dottie West.
"Woman Chases Man", Sept. 26,
KAID. 10 P.M. A comedy about
love among the rich, with Joel
McCrea, Miriam Hopkins, and
Broderick Crawford.
"Live by Satellite: Japanese
Performing Arts in America",
Sept. 27, KAID. 3 P.M.
"The Shores of the Cosmic
Ocean '". Cosmos, Sept. 29,
KAID 8 D M. Dr. Carl Sagan ~'-=-~"""'--
takes us 011 a flightthrough space I
and says "Billions" many, many
times.
Access
Secretary of State
Pete Cenarussa
Idaho Statehouse, 83720
Phone: 334-2300
This office has corporate and
government and campaign
documents which are available to
the public.
Associated Students of Boise
State Lniversity
Phone: :!t: 1440
Their oTicc is located on the
second floor Of the SUB.
1910 University Drive,83725
The Royal Lichtenstein Quarter ..Ring
Circus Performs at B.S.U.
I
Mayoral Candidates
Mayor Dick Eardley
• City Hall
150No. Capitol Blvd., 83702
Phone: 384-4422
Paul Buser
Office Phone: 344-2860
Office Address: Suite 308, The
Hoff Building,83702
Kelly Pearce
Campaign Office Phone:
375-3559
Campaign Address: 6029
Clinton, 83704
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Get a S2qrebate
on tileTI-59 Programmable.
\
\
Even withoutthe $2Qrebate, the TI~59 is special-it's our most
powerful programmable.and we've never offered it at 'alower price.
The TI-59 gives you up to 960 program steps, or up:tol00
memories; plus magnetic card read/write capability ..tou'can also
, slip in one ofTI's Solid State Software'" modules and'suceess-
fully attack complex engineering, business, statistical and
scientific problems. And by adding the optional ,!
PC-lOOe printer. you can record
ypur calculations. '
So if you like the idea of
having ;'eal programmable
power, take us up on our
rebate offer. Buy a TI-59 Another good deal!"
nowandfill out the coupon
below. The offer ends
Dec. 31, 1981.Q.,r~-
~'
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i Studies Abroad Oi"ice
ILA 212
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1)1981 Texa.s Instruments Incorporated ":.;
1,- -;-bough~ my ~;;r:am:b:;
(store name): '.I and have attached the dated sales \,
I receipt and completed customer infer- .mation card (packed in box). My TI·59 \.I Serial No. is (from
I
back of calculator). Please send my $20
rebate check to:
I NAME
ADDRESS __ ~ _
CITY STATE __ ZIP __
Send to: Texas Instruments TI-59 Rebate Offer,
P. O. Box 725 Dept. 59, Lubbock, Texas 79491.
S(rrE: Prollfofpurrhas(' must bt~dated between August· I.
1981 and December 31 . 1!181.Or(l'r void where prtihibited.
Offt'r good only in U.S.A. Rebate applies til purchases nfTI·5H
Pply,r~mm[lblt, onl)'. Items m~sl be postmarked by January
1", l!IR~. Allow 30 days for delivery, Limit one JX'r peraorvaddreee.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
,
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ERA In Idaho
-Continuedjrom page 3
missionary campaign began last week in
Meridian. By implementing the same mis-
sionary methodology used by the Mormon
.Church, NOW hopes to gain support from
Mormons and non-Mormons alike.
"The idea of the missionary project,"
said Ruth Pauly, a NOW'missionary who
participated .in the Utah door-to-door
campaign, .. "is to help people better .
understand the Equal Rights Amendment. I
. could certainly see as I went from house to
house, talking to people, -that very few
understand what it's all about."
Meridian was chosen as the first Idaho
city for the drive because of its large
Mormon population. While canvassing
Meridian last week, Pauly encoutered
opposition to the. wording of the
amendment. "It's too vague," or "It's not
written the way I like it ." or "Is that the
seven page amendment to the Constitu-
tion?" were some-of the responses Pauly
heard. 'On. the. other hand, the campaign
was, well received by many Meridian.
residents, some of whom were Mormon,
In Utah, results also encouraging,
according to NOW officials.
When going door-to-door, NOW
missionaries' hand out a postcard,
pre-addressed to Spencer Kimball and ask
the person(s) if they'd like to sign a petition
to President Reagan.
The card to Kimball contains language
opposing the Mormon Church's stand
against the ERA. Included on the card are
the words of Brigham Young that "women
should be allowed to be 'active in every
sphere of human activity."
The petition to Reagan is aimed at
informing the president that 61 percent of
Americans want the ERA, according to a
recent poll published in Time Magazine,
and to remind him that as governor of
California in 1975, he endorsed the ERA.
Although Idaho has already approved
the ERA, "the missionary drive is being
conducted here," said Lois )Varner,
president of the Treasure Valley NOW;
"because the petitions to Kimball may
soften the official LDS position, on the
ERA." Such softening could, conceivably,
help NOW's ratification drive since the
Monnon church "is at the heart of
anti-ERA activity in many unratified
states," Warner said.
State's Rights Rebels
Probably most Idahoans and Americans
don't realize that a two-pronged law suit
filed by Idaho, Arizona, and four
Washington state legislators in the U.S.
District Court against the General Services
Administration (GSA). could have· a
significant effect upon the continuing saga
of states' rights vs, federal rightsissue: The
GSA, a federal agency, is responsible for
tallying the number of states approving the
.ERA. The Administrator, Roland Freeman
III, is the sale defendant in the suit, called
the Idaho vs. Freeman case. .
Echoing the Sagebrush Rebel's warcry.
Idaho Attorney General David Leroy,
Arizona Attorney General Bob Corbin and
the four Washington legislators filed their
states' cases on May 9, 1979, opposing
Congress'refusal to recognize four states'
ERA rescissions, and challenging the
extension of the 1979 ratification deadline.
Larry Harvey, chief of staff for the Idaho
Attorney General spoke for Leroy, who
was out of state. He said that Leroy was
asked to file the suit by Idaho legislators,
and that Corbin was mandated by the
.Arizolla legislature. todo so.
Idaho, Nebraska, North Carolina, and
Tennessee rescinded their rati fication of the
ERA in 1978. Kentucky tried to rescind in
1979, but Lieutenant Governor Thelma
Stovall, who was filling in for the absent
governor, vetoed the rescission vote.
Leroy in a Statesman article on May 10,
1979, said that "the case could affect every
proposed future constitutional amend-
ment." He also said that "even if we lose
every issue, the public benefit will be served
because the 'purpose of a state in the
amending process will be defined."
According to Harvey, ·"The case fairly
raises two very important constitutional
issues: one, the question of whether
Congress' extension act is constitutional,
and secondly; whether or not states may
rescind later approval." This is. why the
case is referred to a "two-pronged" suit.
Conservative Support
Supporting the suit are the Mountain
States Legal Foundation, a Denver-based
public law finn formerly headed by
Secretary of the Interior James Watt, and
the Boise Law firm, Runft and Longteig,
Both the Mountain States Legal Founda-
tion and the law firm have been active in
supporting conservative issues such as the
Sagebrush Rebellion.
Leroy lobbied the other. rescinding
officials and Ieglslators of Nebraska, North
Carolina, .and Tennessee to join Idaho in
the fight against rescission. but those states
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declined the offer.
"When Leroy brings suit it's not the
state of Idaho, it's backers such as the
Mountain States Legal Foundation and big.
corporations' money," Beverly Miller said.
Soon after the Idaho vs. Freeman suit
was filed Betsy Enoch, Idaho State NOW
coordinator. denounced the lawsuit as "a
ploy by Leroy to further his political
ambition."
"This is clearly a political maneuver of
Leroy's to gain for himself national press
coverage," she said in an Idaho Statesman
article on April 28. 1979.
For a rebuttal to those charges, a
spokesman from Attorney General Leroy's
office said, "Lthink the most appropriate
statement at this time would be a couple of
things; one, it is not a frivolous issue.
There are some very serious and some very
real Constitutional problems and ques-
tions."
He said that the case's seriousness is
demonstrated by the fact that the suit has
been before the judge for more than four
months awaiting a decision.
"If it were an easy decision, we
would've had one by now. It's very rare for
a U.S. District judge to wait more than 90
days to issue a decision," the spokesman
said.
"As to the rest of the charges, I don't
think any comment is appropriate, just
because that would seem to be something
more personal to him (Leroy)." He said
that Enoch has a right to her opinion, but
that "I'm sorry she feels that way."
Divided Opinions
The extension part of the Idaho vs.
Freeman lawsuit challenges the constitu-
tionality of Congress" -decision to extend
the ERA ratification deadline from March
22, 1979 to June 30. 1982.
However, Enoch said that the
extension; approved by the 95th Congress
in 1978, was not the first time that this
controversy had arisen. ,
In 1921, the U.S. Supreme Court was
asked to decide the time-limit issue and was
asked. again in 1939 and 1962. In each
instance the court ruled that Congress had
sole and unretractable authority in matters
of amending the Constitution, Enoch said
in a Statesman article, April 28, 1979.
The Eagle has Landed
ERA's arch foe Phyllis Schlafly,
president of the Eagle Forum whose goal is
to defeat the ERA, supports the lawsuit
. '-"<:'.,",
---'-_ ....;. ..-~- :.-",:"--.~:,.-'~~
against the. government. . Susan Hill,
spokesperson for Idaho's Eagle Forum,
addressing the "who has jurisdiction"
question of the 1978 rescission stated, "The
reading and research we've done would
indicate that it can be done (that the State
of Idaho can legally rescind its ERA vote.)
To say that a state cannot rescind on a
proposed contract is ridiculous. If you
have the right to make a law, you have the
right to rescind that law. There's nothing-
that says a state cannot rescind."
Judge Not
Another hotly disputed aspect of the
ERA rescission suit is the question of U.S.
District Court Judge Marion Callister's
objectivity. .
In August, 1979, the U.S. Justice
Department asked Callister to. disqualify
himself because he held an official position
in the Mormon Church, which is actively
opposing the ERA.
The church has since relieved him of .
his official duties, but the Judge .has
decided not to step down; -despite the
urging of the Justice department and
NOW's demand that he remove himself
from the case on the grounds that he may
support the official LOS stance against the
ERA. .
Iii May. 1981, the controversial Idaho
vs. Freeman case was heard; ERA
supporters and opponents await Judge
Callister's decision, full of anxiety for her
or his cause.
The CountDown
Neither friend nor foe of the ER 1\
will venture a guess about 'the outcome of
the Idaho vs. Freeman case. However, the
final tally states ratifying the amendment
suggests it will not be successful, regardless
of Judge Callister's decision.
The future of ERA?~There may not
be a future, and opponents feel there
shouldn't be one. Asopponents point out,
the Reagan administration )ust appointed :
the first woman in history to the Supreme
Court. She was unanimously approved.
However, some ERA proponents consider
Sandra O'Connor's appointment mere
tokenism, vow. to maintain the vigil for
women's rights. .
If the ERA fails, 'women's rights
activists may initiate another equal rights
amendment; But, for the next nine
months, equal rights supporters are doing
their utmost to make the ERA the 27th
amendment to the Constitution.
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POSTERS
$6.50
Motifs:
"Wanted Dead or
Alive"
T;.8HIRTS
$7.50
"can be used to
make team shirts"
I TOTE BAGS
$7.50
"A picture's worth a
thousand
words-never lose
your books','
"Factory RejeCt"
"Calendars" . .
,'Kid for Rent
. Qleap"
CLOTH MURALS
$4.50
Suitable for
.embroidery, group
photos, pillows or
. ,pilIow cases.
BRING YOUR FAVORITE T-SHIRT
OR OTHER SUITABLE'
SOLI~COLORCOrrON FABRIC,
AND WE'LL TRANSFER RIGHT ON
TO IT.
$1.50 off all of these prices for
BSU students or faculty with ID
through .October 3.
, .
For B.SUClubfundraisers,call the
Bookstore at 385-1559 and ask for
-Jtlrry Vaughn~'
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Intercollegiate,' Athletics
.continued/rom cover
As for socialization, sports, with their
separate tables, living halls, and scholar-
ships, are set aside from other aspects of
college life and the American values of
upward mobility, social status, achieve-
ment, and equality may not be accrued.
Competition' between schools,' between
sports, and between athletes and non-ath-
letes has been carried to the point of
hostility, and threads of kinship and
fellowship are often broken as a result.
Students themselves oppose big-time
athletics on their campuses. Student
attendance, once around 800/0 of the total
enrollment,has fallen to 50% or ,less in
recent years. Student' pressure at the
University of Colorado forced the
separation of football tickets from other
incidental fees students pay at registra-
tion, and less than half of the student
body is interested enough to pay a
minimum amount for a season ticket
book. Schools, looking to student fees to
cover athletic costs, find students increas-
ingly resentful oftheir money going into
sports.
Increased costs are eating up the
profits of football. For tune Magazine
estimated in 1961 that the rock bottom
cost of fielding a team in the big-time was
$400,000 per year. For the fiscal year
1961, Yale,' Cornell, and Brown showed
defecits of $200,000 to $300,000 in their
athletic departments and losses of this
magnitude are i.ncreasing' over the
country, There is evidence that promotion
of athletic events does not help to raise
endowments. And, though attendance
figures are up, the increased costs have
more than, overtaken the increased
revenue. Of the 200-odd schools playing
marketable football in 1961, only thirty or
forty were in the black.
The emphasis on sports, especially by
the media, promotes a public that thinks
universities and colleges exist only for
their intercollegiate programs. And the
pressure to win .deters coaches from
fulfilling their jobs as teachers. Student
players say they are taken in by adult men
who exploit their athletic abilities to
structure a winning team. Students also
complain that they don't have enough
time to be a student and a player: extra
practices, memorization of plays, and
more workouts occupy their hours and
energy.
Control of athletics belongs mainly to
coaches or alumni who run the depart-
ments under a "we don't care if we win or
lose, just so we win' attitude. The system
is demoralizing and' corrupt as the alumni
pay money, goods, or services, directly or
indirectly.vto students in order to enlist
them on the college team. '
Sports 'divert 'students from academic
pursuits: the ,stated primary missions of
most colleges and universities. But sports
do not 'provide socialization opportunities
for nor are they supported by students.
The need to win-opens 'doors to corrupt
and corrupting practices while excessive
costs .encourage ,questionable financing
policies. And sports tend to -serve the
"needs of the community rather than the
needs of the campus. .
Cycling Into Winter
by Shawn de Loyala
HANDLE BAR & STEM
"When consideringlhe handlebar and
stem, it's not a real good idea to go with
manufacturers of light weight material." .
"About the last thing you want to '
'happen when climbing a hill is for your
handle bars to break," said Smallwood.
"The Japanese generally make the light
weight handle bars from alloys that have a
good reputation," Smallwood added.
Sure summer is over, fall is upon us and
real soon its gonna be to damn cold to be
riding a bike. But just think, its only 93
days 'til Christmas, (I just made myself.ill) ..
Well, anyway, in a recent interview with
Neil Smallwood of Geoge's Bike Shopon
Broadway 1made a stab at conveying to
you, the Univer sit y News reader,
"everything you'd ever want to know"
about buying a bicycle. What follows is
, that attempt.
Bike riding can be broken up into two
general categories, touring and racing.
With each comes acompletely different set
of standards by which a person must
determine the type, size, and weight of the
bike he should invest in.
"Touring cyclists ,load their bikes down
with a hoard of accessories. They pile tire
pumps, water bottles, front bag racks, rear
bag racks, handlebar bags, and just about
anything else imaginable onto their bikes,"
said Neil Smallwood.
"Obviously, the type of riding that these
people do requires a specific type of bike,"
he added. '
"On the other hand, the racing cyclist
tends toward exotic specialization. When
you consider their needs, you're looking at
people who want super light weight frames,
a small freewheel (rear gear cluster), and a
short wheel base," Smallwood said.
,"These people are looking for nothing
, but pure speed out oftheir bikes,"
Smallwood stated that "the thing to
remember is that there are a variety of
theories about bikes and the equipment,
brakesrderailleurs, frames, tires,
freewheels, pedals, crank sets, etc., all of
them differ in their purpose or intent and
their price. "
The tendency when you search for a bike
to buy, isto stay with the brand names, a
notion backed by Mr. Smallwood. "There
have been a variety of new manufacturers
hitting the market in the past few years, but
the brand name dealers have stuff that has
been around a while andhave proven their
capabilities. Simply put, you know the
thing works."
When you do decide to invest in a new
bike he suggeststhat you, "find a place that
you feel comfortable with, but make sure
it's a reputable dealer that has been around
a while. Also, make a point of avoiding the
mail order type of buying. You're really not
sure what you're going to be getting."
Now the tough part, how big of a bite is a
bike going to take out of your pocket'?
"That's were it pays to know exactly
what you're looking for and what type of
riding you're going to be doing." said
Smallwood. '
"Retail prices for quality bikes range
from $230 to $3000. I wouldn't trust
anything under $20Q, I think you're taking
a tremendous risk of getting a poor quality
bike with all kinds of maintenance
problems a short way down the line," he
said. '
"Of course, if you're not doing a lot of .
riding, then something or a lesser quality
might just be ideal for you, and that's
great. Remember, make the bike fit you,
not the other way around." he concl~ded.
I------o--'----'--~---~ PEDALS
"Get something heavy duty in pedals. They
should be fairly strong and be able to take a
lot of stress, "said George's Bruce Hibbs.
, "Of course you can get prettyexotic in'
light weight pedals, but it's not a good idea.
When you're done with them, they kil1.dof
roll up in a ball and are pretty useless,' 'he
added.' ,
CRANK SET ,
There are different models in crank sets.
Some have triple chain rings, although the
double chain ring with a,large jump"
prevails. ' ,
The triple racing chain ring set, starts at a
small of}8lPld extends to a large of 52., :
The double chain ring Set usually has a
small ring of 42 and a large ringof~3. "
,Tbesite willgenerallybe~tamped on the
crank.,~. . ..
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BRAKES
Different theories on brakes abound, but
most touring cyclists use center pull brakes.
This type of brake offers better stopping
power for the heavier loads that the tour
bike must endure. Cost is another
incentive, as a quality center pull brake is
inexpensive, costing about $30 a set.
The side pull brake suggests Neil
Smallwood, "is the best brake on the
market, but it can also be extremely
expensive 'for a quality set of brakes,' to the
.tune of$160."
l,'REE WHEEL',
The freewheel, or rear gear cluster, is
changing from the standard 5 cogs (circular
piece with teeth on it) to six cogs.
There are also 7 and even 8 cog
freewheels appearing on the market.
Toaccomodate the wider freewheels,
frames should also be wider in the rear
axles area.
The touring cyclists will use a freewheel
whose cogs range from a small of 14 to a
large of 31; while the racer's cogs will range
from 13 on the small end to 17 on the
'largeend.
, '
Next' week Ms. Thomas examines the
disadvantages 0/ intercollegiate athletics
and its impact on the co liege campus. '
TIRES
There are two types of tires, the cliencher
tire and sew-up tire. '
The cliencher tire is your normal touring
bike tire, resistent to damage, heavier and
-easier to fix, Added to the tire's resilience is
the cost factor, with pricesranging from $8
to $15 each. '
The sew-up tife is a light weight
self-contained tire that is glued to the rim
casing; The tire is used exclusively for
racing and is fairly expensive. The cheapest,
sew-up tire might retail for approximately
$23.
THE FRAME
The type of frame you need is totally
, dependent upon the nature of your riding.
For touring long distances it's a good
idea tohave a moderately light weight one
ranging from 104 centimeters to 110 .
centimeters. . ' ,
Racing frames are altogether a different
story. The wheel base on a racer'sframe
tends to be much smaller, at about 100 '
centimeters or smaller. ,,'," , "
Theweight factor of racing frames can
. get down right exotic. These specialized
frames generally run hetween dandfi lbs.,
butcan get down to a low of 3 liz 16s. ' :' ,
A final reminder in purchasing a frame; "
is that the best frame should be single or
double butted.on the interior endsof the
tubing, Basically, it's arcinforeemeot of','them~ inkClY strCss8reas., ,•' ,: :!' :'~,
REAR DERAILLEURS ,
Like frames, there are different types of
derailleurs for different uses.
The cage, the area where the chain runs
in and out of, is the determining factor.
The long cage is built to take up large
amounts of chain for big jumps between
gears; and is used by the touring cyclist.
The short cage derailleurs is used
exclusively for racing, where variance in
gears is real small.
(To better understand the purpose of the
derailleurs se~ freewheel)
TOE CLIPS AND STRAPS
"Toe clips and straps are an item you
can't ride without,' said Smallwood.
"Itallows your foot to set firmly against
the pedal and helps in the transfer of energy
in pulling up and pushing down motion,"
he added.
"When buying a toe clip the steel ones
last a lot longer than the alloy types. The
alloy toe clip has a tendency to break."
Smallwood suggested.
F1TIINGABlKE
A good rule of thumb for sizing a bike to
your body, is to straddle the bike with both
feet flat onthe ground. The clearance
between your pant's crotch and the frame's
center bar tubing should be about 1liz
inches.
Sports Shorts
by Shawn de Lovala
WOMEN'S XC ,TEAM, UPSETS FINE
UTAH SQUAD '
The women's cross country team upset
a Utah squad that had placed three of its
mem bers in the nationals last year.
"lreally didn't think we could beat them
prior to the race," said Klein after the race.
BSU's harriers did allow a Utah runner
to break the tape, but then shut the door by
finishing 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 10th.
Cindy Crow polished off 2nd place and
was followed by New Zealander Andrea
Wilson, who is recuperating from foot
surgery; Wendy W 01fgren the real surprise,
who hails from Oregon; Theresa Wimmer,
'whom Klein, said is "'solid as a rock and
tougher than hell"; and Paula Steel who
didn't run real well. ' ,
This meet was very encouraging, I would
have to say that I'm much more optimistic
about the capabilities of this 'team,"
concluded Klein.
BAG IT BOO BIRDS
A new low hit Bronco Stadium during
the game against ISU, when Boo Birds sang
out an unfamiliar-cry.
I've been at BSU nigh onten years now
and can't say as I remember ever hearing.a
Bronco player "BOOED" by BRONCO
FANS prior to thispast weekend.
. ' I guess somethings go to a persons head,
and evidently a miracle finish, 10 win- 3
loss, National Championship year has
inflated more than one local yocaI.
Personally, I'd prefer they put-a brown
paper bag over their heads so I wouldn't
, have to see or hear them. That isif they can
'find one to fit! ' •
'GOLFERS' OPEN' FALL ,SEASON' THIS
"WEEKEND '
The golf team will open their fall
. schedule in Idaho Falls this week, (Sept. 25, '
26) at the Bengal, Gem State Invitational.
'Depth, 'experience and a' nucleus of'.'
quality, golfers has Coach Lyman Gallup
lookin toward the top 'of the Big Sky.
Leading the way on the links Rod Skyles
and Ron ,Rawls. Other newly, acquired'
playersthat should contributeto this year's
'Bronco, ,squad 'are Alan'" Wright' 'Danny
"~oore, Courtney Fost~ !U1dRQg~"CaSh.
, ~pm-9j>m for dinner-Closed .healthy cross section of
Sun-Mon.,featu'res simple" entertainment seekers. Ex-cept
home-style New Me,xic~Indian (or thedrive-ins, all thetheatres
cooking. Specialties include the have matinee and eveningshows,
Pueblo Blanket for $5;75 and the Callthem'for exact times. '
Deneh Taco.for S4.95.Aiso Without further adieu let us
featured is homemade Indian fry .lntroduceBolse Valley'srriovie
bread, a salad bar, andposole, a , theatres.; ....
spicy corn soup. Breakfasts also' BSU's Student Programs Board
served. Bottled beers from Movies are shown in the Ada
95 cents-$1.00, wine at $1.25 a Lounge of the Student Union
glass.". • . Building, iocatedat1910
zachary's Rub and Grill, 650 University Drive. 385-3297. The
Vista Ave. 343-5060. Open -rnoviesare shown on Fri, and Sun
Men-Sat, l lam to lam; Ilam to at7pm. Admission is $1.50 for
Well, wouldn't you know it? Ilpm oil Sundays. Sandwiches are BSU full-time students, $2.50 for
We didn't get everything in last their specialty, and they come the general public, children under
week's Boise Primer.and.we've ' . h . h ·d' f '. Hl with parent are Iree -.TI·cketWIt en er a tosse green or ruit
since come up with a lot of new salad. Features include the Zak's booklets for ten shows are
ideas. So, we'll be running a Boise Burger, a 1/3 pounder for $2.75 available at $7.50 forBSU
Primer update until we've covered and Breast of Turkey for $2.75. full-time students and $12.50 for
every little nook and cranny in Beer is SOcents a glass, $2.50 a the general public.
this City of Trees. That means this pitcher. Wine is 90 cents a glass, Broadway Drive-in, Federal
week, every week, here on out, 'til $2.50 tl2liire, and $4.50 a full Way and Victory Rd., 342-5207.
the end of the year. (The editor litre. Protected beer garden Admission: Adults $3.00,
calls it a series.) This week we'll . Children and Senior~Citizens SO
I oatsld.wc~.-==-:-::===------cata ogue two restaurants we ~OViE THEATRES cents. Last weekend of season,
overshot last week, then puruse . gates open at 7:30, movie begins
h ., -, I f h d Fro.m sim ple nickelodeons Withnoise S temp es 0 t at mo ern at dusk. Popco rn from 8.5 cents to. . hardwood benches to the grandmarvel: the cinema. With that m $2.25, soda pop from 55 cents to
mind, have a looksee and tune in luxury of the Fox or Paramount,
k f d B·, movies are an integralpart of the $1.05.next wee or a gan er at orse s Egyptian Theatre, 700 Main. I American lifestyle. Althoughbicyc e shops. St., 342-1441. Admission:today's theatres aren't as
I-=.R~E~,S:.::T:..:.A::.:U~R::.:.:A:.:.N.~T:.:S~grandiose as those of yesteryear, Adults-St.O), Children-$2.00.
The Deneh Restaurant, 39. ,. Dicount tickets are available forwith maybe the exception of the
E. Fairview, Meridian 8E8.9689. $2.25 atBSU SUB's UnionEygptian, they still attract a $1 00.Open II am to 2pm for lunch, Station. Popcorn from . to,---- ~ ~ ~==================:::;------,--i· $2.50, soda pop from 85 cents to
95 cents.
8th Street Market Place
Cinemas, 8thancl Front, 342-0299.
Admission: Adult-$4.00, Children
$2.00, Discount tickets for $2.50
at BSU BUS's Union Station.
POPGorn for $1.00-$2.50, soda
pop form 85 cents to 95 cents.
Fairview Drive-In Theatre,
8851 Fairview Ave., 375-3600.
Admission: Adults-$3.00.
Children and Senior Citizens-50
cents. Last week of the season,
gates open at 7:45, movie starts at
dusk. Popcorn from 85 cents to
$2.25, soda pop from 55 cents to
$1.05.
Mann Theatres, 10378
Overland Rd., 376-5001.
Admission: Adults·$3.50,
Children-$2.00, Senior
Citizens-$2.50, discount tickets
for $2.50 at BSU SUB's Union
Station. Matinee Bargain Hour
(weekends) for $2.00, Midnight
Movies FrL and Sat.' for $2.50.
Popcorn from 75 cents to $2.25,
'soda pop from 65 cents to $1.25.
Midway Drive-In, 8565
Fairview Ave., 375-2317.
Admission: Adults·$3.00,
Children-free. May stay open all
winter. Gates open at 7:30,show
begins at dusk. Popcorn from
$1.00 to$2.50, soda pop from 85
cents to 95 cents.
Overland Park Cinemas, 70SI
Overland Rd., 377.3072.
Admission: Adults-$3.50,
Children and SeniorCitizens-Su
cents. Popcorn from 85 cents to
$2.25, soda pop from 55 cents to
$1.05.' ... .
Plaza Twin Theatres;5220
Overland Rod~, 344-2212.
Admission: Adults-$3.00 before
5pm, $3.50 after 5pm; Children
and Senior Citizens·$l.50. .
Popcorn from SOcents to $2.00,
soda pop from SOcents to $1.00
Terrace Drlve-In,2901 Lake
Ave., 459-2792. Admission:
.Adults·S3 .00, Children-free,
Monday·$3.50 a carload, Open
year 'round, in-car electric
heaters. Gates open at 7:30, movie
begins atdusk. Popcorn from 45
cents to $2.00, soda pop from SO
cents to $1.00. . .
Vista Theatre, 7i6 Vista Ave., .
342-2411 . Admission:
Adults.S3.50, children. lind senior
citizens-$i .50.' Popcorn from 65
cents tO$2.00,· soda pop from 50
cents to.sScents; ,
.. Wedon'th&v~thetbtalscoop
·tliis week, butwehearteUthat a
tibn series:lit (JrOveStreet. ...•
Dancing is ahoutlobegiri. W(~'II'
trackjt down and have the full
cxPosefor.yousOon.,·
G o o D c E A F NNL
A REVEALING COMEDY ABOUT REACHING THE TOP.
BY WAY OF THE BOTTOM
·R"YANO;irEAL .
JACK WARDEN MARlANGELAMEL.ATO RICHARD.KIEL
"SO·FINE"
A LOBELL/BERGMAN PRODUCTION
MUSIC:aY ENNIO MORRICON":m . PRODUCED·BYMIKE LOBELL
. WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BYANDREW BERGMAN .
Phoebe~,th~ Pigeon People· by Jay Lynch.& Gary Whitney'
Punch ;:........Pu.:::.:nc~h ------,
C 1981 Punch PubIs. Ltd. Disl. LA Times Synd.
s:
J
Dtsl L.A. TImes Synd.C 11181Punch PubIJ. Ltd.
"Isn't that something, Derek? The Marsdens are
occasional pedestrians, too." .
'Don"t
make
Q'
move
'TIl you buy .
your University News
Oassified Ad!
They're only 10 cents per word. per issue.
and voucon.ron it today! Just bring'
yourself and your ado-and your 10 cents
per word--bythe SUI) Information
Center, any weekdoy8 to 4:.30. Fillout a
classified ad sheet, andwe'llploce
your adin the, nex week's University News •.
I3e sore.to hurrY,though-~Deadline for .
each Wednesdoy'sissue is12 noon
Monday~befqre publicO,tion.
The first thing you notice at:the'entrancctothe
BabaY ogi 's ashram is the planewreck. You can't
help but notice it, since it.incatteredalong both
sides of the main gate: A few years agoa Morocco
Air DC-3 full of medical supplieswashijacked by
'five followers of the Baba and forced ro-land on the
polo field at the ashram. The plane missed by about I
! 200 yards and ended up scattered in pieces at the
I gate. Most of the flight crewhigh-tailed it, but ~he
I
,navigator broke a . few bones and had to stick
around for some down.-iime in the. infirmary. He's
now the head gardener at the place and takes great
: pride in keeping the wreckage spruced up.
I We were expected, and the -guard waved us
through at the gate without.even looking up from
his magazine, Ahmed gunned the Pontiac, trying to
miss the ruts and potholes in the road. He wasn't
doing a very good job, and Vishnu' Bubu spilled his
Karma Kola all over his new safari jacket.
Traveling in this country is no picnic.
After a quarter-mile ,of potholes and a near
i collision with a water buffalo-type creature, we
pulled up at the main hacienda. Dozens of children
immediately surrounded the taxi, trying to sell us
relics blessed by the Baba. While I bought a penlite
with a picture of the Baba on it (guaranteed to cure
impotence), Ahmed crawled out of the driver's
window and began clearing a path by swinging a
heavy suitcase intothe crowd. The little scarabs
parted like butter on a hot knife.
We must have been making a lot of noise,
because Baba Y., himself, came out to see what was
going on. He doesn't get-outside much-says he
hates the sun.
The Baba is maybe one of the few people in the
world who doesn't look immediately slick and
healthy when he puts on a pair of Vuarnets. In fact,
he was looking downright peaked, like maybe the
bottom of his suitcase of Franklins had been
showing for some time. He shook his fist at the
sun, muttering, a little-used Hindi curse, and
beckoned us to follow him inside.
Baba led us to his simple quarters.vwhich were
furnished with it Lazy-Boy recliner and several
video games. Many of the ashramiteshave become
quite adept at these games since the Baba brought
them back from the States.
"I'm sorry the Space Invaders isn't working,".
Baba said. Vish stopped looking for his roll of
rupees and went back to checking out the Karma
Kola stains on his jacket. '
"Hey, Baba, we're looking for Bud ROWdy," I
said. I like to get to the point. TheBaba started
laughing uncontrollably, which made him start
coughing uncontrollably.
"I have not seen him for years, my friend," he
said, "not since he was arrested in Switzerland." I
knew. all about this Swiss caper, when Bud Rowdy
was arrested with a phony passport trying to leave
the country only five hours after a mysterious
explosion in .an electronics. plant in Lucerne. It
seems that somebody at the plant tried to burn
Rowdy for some stolen documents he had provided
concerning .LCD's: Hell' has no rage like a Bud
. Rowdy scorned.
"Rowdy's outta jail," I said. "He's been spotted
at the·U.N, and around Embassy Rox in D.C. We
think he's putting together something big. He's
being real careful. You know how long it's been
since he's done a car commercial?"
Ofvcoursei fhe Baba, who doesn't know' a
rhetorical question froma bidet, wanted to try and
guess how long it had been. In Rhatbash, when the
Baba wants to guess, the Baba gets to guess.
I leaned back and helped myself to' a Pez. You
can't hurry a mousse or aBaba. .
Missing'
~~~m~~~~~i0Person'sBureau
\.
TerriConant ..
Calendar Activities:
- Ultimate Tall Blonde Contest - Oct. 9th
Prize $200.00 Wardrobe from Marges-', - .... , -. -.
~ represent Miller at promotions.
~ __ ....- Sign up tor the Miller Time fun Bus
~~~ to the B.S.U.- Reno game - Oct. 31St..
~ .' llilr~ :;~.~;...I!..! BEER
. Club', equipment I" furnl'hed for, your plea,ure.
Boglaner, and Novice al'o o,peelally .ele_ed.
It', Your Moyo AnytlllOo.Wodneiday ovenlng froID 7100
to Mldnlghtla the 5UB.2nd floor, So.nato Chameber ..
Yov.Should "Check" U, Outland
salt
If you're going to take grueling-
business courses, you'll
need all the helpyoucan get
and
get
your.
Dod -
'tYInlO
Tecate.
You'll need a financial calculator
made by the people who invented the
handheld financial calculator and have
led the way ever since. You'll need
a calculator with all the functions and
power you could ever require.
....... You'll need a
Hewlett-Packard.
The HP-38C.
All the help
you canget.
The HP-38C
Advanced Finan-
. cial Programmable
orttmli<:>llsMemory gives you the
most extensive set of financial functions
available in a handheld calculator.
And, an easy-to-use programming
capability. .
So visit your nearest HPdealer fora
hands-on demonstration. And check out
the dynamic HP-3 7E business model,
too. Then buy an HP. It may be the last
easy thing you do for' a long time.
For details and the address of the
dealerinyour area, call toll free:
800~547-3400, Dept. 658N, except
Hawaii and Alaska. In Oregon, call
758-1010. Orwrite Hewlett-Packard,
.Corvallis, OR 97330, Dept. 658N.
6111i6
Tecate
, IMPORTED
BEER
FROM
MEXICO. HEWLETT
PAt:t<ARD
Brewed & Packaged by:
CERVECERIA CUAUHJEMOC. S.A .•
, '. Monterrey. N.L.. Mexico.
. western U.S. Importers:
. WISDOM IMPORT SALES COMPANY INC .•
Irvine. California 92714
